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Abstract
Two irradiated AGR-2 TRISO particles were chosen to demonstrate a recently developed mass balance technique in which 
EPMA-generated concentration data were used to determine fission product mass on a layer-by-layer basis in TRISO par-
ticles. EPMA-calculated fission product masses for most fission products in the two particles were within ± 20% of their 
ORIGEN-modelled masses. Results show that Sr, Ba, and Eu accumulate preferentially in the carbon-rich kernel periphery 
on the particles’ side that lacks a gap between the buffer and IPyC. In addition, the more mobile elements—Cs, Sr, Pd, and 
Ag, accumulate in greater quantity in the outer layers of particle AGR2-223-RS34 compared to particle AGR2-223-RS06, 
which has relatively more of those elements’ mass located in the kernel and kernel periphery, suggesting enhanced fission 
product transport in particle AGR2-223-RS34. This model can be used better understand and test fission product transport 
in TRISO particles.

Introduction

The AGR-2 tristructural isotropic (TRISO)-coated nuclear 
fuel particle is composed of a UCO fuel kernel 425 μm in 
diameter in the centre, with concentric outer layers consist-
ing of a 100 μm-thick porous carbon buffer layer, followed 
by a 40 μm-thick dense inner pyrolytic carbon layer (IPyC) 
and a 35 μm-thick SiC layer. These layers are overlain by a 
protective 40 μm-thick outer pyrolytic carbon layer (OPyC) 
(Fig. 1) [1]. At the time of fabrication the outer portion of 
the kernel (kernel periphery (KP)) is composed primarily 
of  UO2 and may have a rind of UC between the KP and the 
buffer. During irradiation the KP becomes much more C-rich 
than the inner kernel. Owing to buffer densification during 
irradiation [2–4], a gap often forms between the buffer and 
IPyC around part or all of the buffer perimeter (Fig. 1). The 
KP thickness appears to be asymmetrical with the gap-less 

side of the particle being thicker than the side with the gap 
[5].

The objective of this work is to compare the fission prod-
uct (FP) mass and spatial distribution between two similarly 
irradiated TRISO particles using a newly developed electron 
probe microanalysis (EPMA) mass balance method [6] in 
an effort to gain insight into particle variability within the 
same compact.

Experiment details

Among the numerous AGR-2 TRISO particles irradiated 
at Idaho National Laboratory’s (INL) Advanced Test Reac-
tor (AGR), two particles were selected from AGR-2 com-
pact 2-2-3 for post-irradiation examination, which included 
EPMA. Irradiation parameters are shown in Table 1. Details 
concerning Oak Ridge National Lab’s (ORNL) work with 
compact deconsolidation and TRISO particle sample 
preparation can be found in [7]. Irradiated microsphere 
gamma analysis (IMGA) was used to determine the frac-
tion of high-yield isotopes retained in each particle [8]. The 
110mAg measured-to-calculated (M/C) ratio obtained from 
this analysis was the primary factor for particle selection 
for scanning microscopy (SEM) analysis [9]. Upon com-
pletion of SEM analysis, a subset of particles was sent 
from ORNL to INL for further analyses. These particular 
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particles were chosen for EPMA analysis because although 
they were irradiated in the same compact and thus under 
the same conditions, AGR2-223-RS06 retained only ~ 10% 
of the Ag retained by particle AGR2-223-RS34. As parti-
cle temperature is thought to influence strongly Ag reten-
tion [10], selection of particles with high and low retained 
110mAg is thought to allow examination of particles with 
differing temperature histories, despite the particles having 
the same time-averaged, volume-averaged (TAVA) compact 
temperature. Recent work by Gerczak et al. [9] suggests that 
intra-compact temperature variability for AGR-2 particles is 
on the order of 200 °C; therefore, if elevated temperature is 
the only driver for Ag loss, particle AGR2-223-RS06 would 
be expected to have experienced higher temperatures than 
particle AGR-223-RS34.

An EPMA mass balance method developed by Wright 
et al. [6] was used to compare the two similarly irradiated 
particles to determine how FPs distribute differently within 
two particles irradiated in the same compact. Briefly, U and 
various FP element concentrations were measured at inter-
vals of 2–5 μm along two radial traverses on each particle. 
The concentration of a particular element at a particular 
point was assumed to represent the concentration of that ele-
ment in an envisioned hemispheric shell with a radius equal 
to the distance interval along the traverse and a thickness 

equal to the traverse measurement interval. Using the den-
sity of the particle layer, its radial position and the hemi-
spheric shell thickness, the element concentration measured 
at that radial position was converted to mass, with elemental 
masses in concentric hemispheric shells added together to 
arrive at a total particle mass on a layer-by-layer basis. This 
allowed for total mass comparisons between particles and 
between the gap and gap-less side of each particle. EPMA-
calculated total masses were then compared with ORIGEN 
modelling to test the accuracy of the EPMA mass balance 
method.

Results and discussion

EPMA‑computed mass balance compared to ORIGEN 
modelling predictions

Using coupled Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) and Oak 
Ridge Isotope Generation (ORIGEN) simulations, it is pos-
sible to use the ATR irradiation power history to predict 
compact-level fission product inventory [11]. These inven-
tory values can then be divided by the average number 
of particles in a compact (~ 3176) to obtain a per-particle 
inventory estimate. Figure 2a shows the EPMA-computed 
mass compared with the ORIGEN-predicted mass [11] for 
particle AGR2-223-RS34, cast as a ratio of the EPMA-cal-
culated mass divided by the ORIGEN-predicted mass. The 
EPMA-calculated mass is within ± 20% of the ORIGEN-
predicted mass for most of the measured elements. Ele-
ments with large deviations (> 40%) include Xe, Cd, and 
Te. The calculated:predicted elemental mass ratios for par-
ticle AGR2-223-RS06 are quite similar (Fig. 2b) to those 
observed in AGR2-223-RS34 (Fig. 2a). Note that the cal-
culated fission product values are not corrected for fission 
product loss from the particles.

As Xe remains in the gas phase at room temperature, it 
tends to be lost during sample polishing. Cd is found in trace 
element quantities and its peak is strongly overlapped by U, 
which is found in large quantities, making Cd challenging 
to quantify in the kernel and KP. Elements such as Ag and 
Sr are somewhat less homogeneously distributed than ele-
ments such as the lanthanides and Cs. As a result, calculat-
ing masses from only two radial traverses may not capture 

Fig. 1  Shows an irradiated TRISO particle with layers labelled. Note 
the gap formed between the buffer and IPyC on one side of the par-
ticle

Table 1  Shows irradiation 
parameters for particles AGR2-
223-RS34 and AGR2-223-RS06 
[11–13]

Parameter AGR2-223-RS34 AGR2-223-RS06

235U enrichment 14.03 14.03
% FIMA average burnup 10.82 10.82
Time-average, volume average temperature (TAVA), °C 1261 1261
Approximate fast fluence [E > 0.18 MeV] (×  1025), n/m2 2.99 2.99
Measured to calculated 110mAg ratio 0.84 0.08
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adequately the spatial distribution of these elements; none-
the-less, Ag and Sr error is <  ~ 40% in these two particles. 
While Te is also not distributed homogeneously, the source 
of its large error is uncertain at this time.

Cs, Sr, Pd, Ag, and Ru layer distribution comparison

Figure 3a–e shows the EPMA-calculated masses for indi-
vidual particle layers in both particles. Figure 3a shows that 
for particle AGR2-223-RS06, approximately 35% of the Cs 
mass is retained in the kernel and KP while 65% of the Cs 
mass is outside of the kernel and KP. In contrast particle 
AGR2-223-RS34 retains 22% of its Cs mass in the kernel 
and KP while 78% is outside of those layers. This suggests 
that Cs transport in particle AGR2-223-RS34 is enhanced 
relative to that in AGR2-223-RS06.

Figure 3b shows that kernel and KP Sr mass measure-
ments are within the 99% CI error bars for both particles, 
suggesting no statistical difference between them; however, 
AGR2-223-RS34 appears to contain slightly more Sr in the 
buffer, IPyC, and SiC than is present in those regions in par-
ticle AGR2-223-RS06, suggesting there is more Sr release 
from the kernel of AGR2-223-RS34 compared to that of 
AGR2-223-RS06. Similarly, Fig. 3c, d shows that large Pd 
and Ag masses remain in the kernel for both particles; how-
ever, AGR2-223-RS06 contains about 30% Pd in its ker-
nel and approximately 25% more Ag in its kernel than is 
observed in AGR2-223-RS34. Moreover, AGR2-223-RS34 
contains more Pd and Ag mass outside the kernel compared 
to AGR2-223-RS06. As particle AGR2-223-RS34 retained 
ten times more Ag than particle AGR2-223-RS06, the 
smaller mass of Ag in the outer layers of the latter particle 

Fig. 2  a, b. Shows the ratio of 
the EPMA-calculated particle 
mass to the ORIGEN-predicted 
mass for U and 18 FPs in 
particle AGR2-223-RS34 (a) 
and particle AGR2-223-RS06 
(b). The horizontal dotted line 
denotes a 1:1 ratio between 
calculated and predicted masses 
while the shaded box indicates 
the ± 20% calculated:predicted 
ratio region
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may be because most of the Ag had been released. In con-
trast to Fig. 3a–d, Fig. 3e shows that a less-mobile element 
such as Ru behaves the similarly in both particles.

Sr accumulation in the TRISO layers in the gap 
versus gap‑less side of both particles

Figure 4a, b shows that the Sr mass distribution differs 
between the gap and the gap-less sides of the particles. For 
particle AGR2-223-RS34, the greatest mass is contained in 
the KP on the gap-less side of the particle, while for particle 

AGR2-223-RS06, the Sr mass in the KP is within error. Eu 
and Ba behave similarly (data not shown).

During irradiation the O:C ratio in the KP decreases rela-
tive to that in the kernel [6]. As Sr, Eu, and Ba are expected 
to form carbide phases [14], the increased C content appears 
to promote accumulation of these elements. Increased accu-
mulation of presumed carbide phases on the non-gap side of 
the particle is also due to the fact that the KP on the gapless 
side tends to be thicker than the KP on the side with the gap 
[5]. The thicker KP on the gapless side provides a larger low-
oxygen volume for presumed carbide phases to accumulate.

Fig. 3  a–e. Shows the EPMA-calculated elemental mass as a percent-
age of the total particle elemental mass for each of the layers in parti-
cles AGR2-223-RS34 and ARG2-223-RS06. Elements shown include 

a Cs; b Sr; c Pd; and d Ag; and e Ru. 99% confidence interval error 
bars are shown
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Enhanced fission product transport

The time-average, volume average (TAVA) temperature 
for compact AGR2-2-2-3 is 1261 °C. The TAVA temper-
ature is the temperature experienced at centreline, which 
because it is an average, does not represent the actual tem-
perature experienced by every particle. The temperature 
profile experienced by any particular particle in the same 
compact varies with the particle’s position in the compact. 
Intra-particle compact positional differences can impart dif-
ferent temperatures and temperature gradients among the 
approximate 3176 particles that comprise the compact. As 
noted previously, AGR-2 compacts have an intra-compact 
temperature range of approximately 200 °C [9]; therefore, 
if higher temperatures are the only factor impacting Ag loss, 
particle AGR2-223-RS06 is expected to have experienced 
higher temperatures than particle AGR2-223-RS34.

Figure 3 demonstrates that for elements such as Cs, Sr, 
Pd and Ag, particle AGR2-223-RS34 shows enhanced trans-
port relative to particle AGR2-223-RS06. It is difficult to 
reconcile apparent enhanced fission product transport in 
AGR2-223-RS34 relative to that of AGR2-223-RS06 when 
the former’s high-Ag retention suggests that it was the colder 
particle. Some insight can be gained by the work of Lillo 
et al. [15] who noted differences in SiC layer grain bounda-
ries between low-Ag retention particles and high-Ag reten-
tion particles. Specifically, they noted that high-Ag retention 
particles contain more twin-related grain boundaries than 
low-Ag retention particles, and that low-Ag retention par-
ticles contain a higher fraction of random, high-angle train 
boundaries, which are high diffusivity pathways. As they 
suspect that these differences arise during fabrication, it is 
possible that the high-Ag retention experienced by particle 
AGR2-223-RS34 is reflective of a different fabrication SiC 
microstructure than is present in AGR2-223-RS06. It is also 

possible that outward radial transport and release of Ag is 
controlled by different processes than those controlling the 
other fission products. According to Gerczak et al. [9], both 
particles retained a similar amount of 154Eu (another mobile 
fission product), suggesting that this fission product does not 
behave like Ag. It is possible that other fission products in 
this study have transport properties that are more similar to 
Eu than Ag. More data are required to understand how Ag 
transport and retention differs from that of FPs such as Sr, 
Cs, and Pd.

The EPMA FP mass calculation closely correlates with 
the ORIGEN-model prediction for most FPs for both parti-
cles, suggesting the layer-specific masses for the well-cor-
related FPs are accurate; thus, FP behavioural differences 
between these two particles likely reflect positional differ-
ences within the compact. Such data can be used to bet-
ter understand intra-compact variability and to improve FP 
transport modelling in TRISO particles.

Conclusions

• The EPMA-based mass balance technique compares 
favourably with ORIGEN-based FP mass predictions.

• Mass balance results show that Sr, Ba, and Eu accumu-
late in greater mass in the KP of the gap-less side of the 
particles when compared to the KP on the gap side of the 
particles.

• Mass balance results demonstrate that Cs, Sr, Pd, and 
Ag transport in particle AGR2-223-RS34 is enhanced 
compared with FP transport in particle AGR2-223-RS06.

• The high-Ag release from particle AGR2-223-RS06 com-
pared to that of particle AGR2-223-RS34 appears to con-
tradict the finding of enhanced fission product transport 
in the latter particle compared to the former. More data 

Fig. 4  a, b Shows Sr mass percentage as a fraction of the parti-
cle total Sr for the various layers on the gap and non-gap side of a 
AGR2-223-RS34 and b AGR2-223-RS06. 99% confidence interval 

error bars are shown. a is excerpted from [6]. 99% confidence interval 
error bars are shown
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are required to understand the factors influencing trans-
port of the various fission products.
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